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Introduction {#s1}
============

Smoke from wildland fires has become one of the leading sources of short-term exposure to poor air quality in the United States ([@c33]). Older adults are thought to be susceptible to the effects of poor air quality, not only due to the physiological processes associated with older age, but also due to a higher prevalence of preexisting conditions that may be exacerbated by these exposures ([@c30]). Although significant scientific evidence is available concerning the health effects of air pollution exposure, the health effects of wildland fire smoke exposure in this population are not well characterized.

Potential differences in the associations between respiratory and cardiovascular effects and exposure to wildland fire smoke, can help identify whether equivalent health risk messages apply during wildfire events as with other periods of high air pollution. Among the air pollutants found in smoke, fine particulate matter (${PM}_{2.5}$) is of the highest concern for human health ([@c18]). The U.S. EPA concluded, in its evaluation of the scientific literature on the effects of air pollution, that there is a causal relationship between both short- and long-term ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure and cardiovascular effects and that there is likely to be a causal relationship between both short- and long-term ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure and respiratory effects ([@c32]). Most particulate matter is a by-product of combustion, and the fuel and conditions of combustion determine the size and chemical composition of the mixture, which in turn determines the toxicity at exposure ([@c1]). Previous epidemiologic studies of ${PM}_{2.5}$ during wildland fire-smoke events have reported primarily positive and consistent associations with respiratory effects ([@c8]; [@c22]; [@c24]; [@c26]; [@c28]), whereas evidence of cardiovascular effects have been less consistent ([@c8]; [@c21]; [@c24]; [@c28]; [@c29]).

Comparing the risk associated with ambient ${PM}_{2.5}$ as a result of wildland fire smoke and ambient ${PM}_{2.5}$ from other sources is challenging for several reasons. Recent reviews of the health effects due to ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure during smoke episodes ([@c11]; [@c21]) have noted not only large differences in exposure, but also several methodological differences between studies. Most studies evaluating the health effects related to wildland fire smoke have examined a single wildfire at a time, in a relatively short timeframe, and within a small geographic area near the point of origin of the fire (e.g., [@c8]; [@c19]; [@c28]). In contrast, health studies examining the effects of all sources of ${PM}_{2.5}$ rely on years of daily ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations and health data and are often conducted in the most populated areas (i.e., large metropolitan areas) ([@c18]).

The methods to quantify exposure and pollutant data also add to the challenge of studying health effects associated with ${PM}_{2.5}$ in wildland fire smoke. A number of studies have relied on air quality monitors, which may be far from the point of origin of the fire ([@c21]). These air quality monitors are typically located in more densely populated areas and may represent a population with baseline characteristics that are different from the study population. In addition, at the high concentrations observed during periods of intense wildland fire smoke, these monitors have been reported to malfunction ([@c20]). In more recent studies, chemical transport models ([@c2]), dispersion models, and satellite images of smoke ([@c5]; [@c12]; [@c17]; [@c21]; [@c28], [@c27]) have been used to estimate ${PM}_{2.5}$ due to wildland fires or exposure to smoke. Chemical transport and dispersion models provide spatially and temporally resolved exposure estimates in areas without monitors, yet they can contain errors due to misspecification of the model or input variables. A few studies ([@c12]; [@c17]) have previously compared the health effects of wildland fire smoke using multiple exposure metrics. Because there is no gold standard exposure metric, it is important to examine the variability of health risk estimates with respect to multiple metrics of exposure, particularly in studies that examine the relationships between health outcomes and wildland fire ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure.

In light of these challenges, the primary objective of this study was to evaluate the consistency of the associations between short-term ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposures and cardiopulmonary hospitalizations during smoke and non-smoke events. The secondary objective was to examine the variability of the estimated associations with respect to different exposure metrics. Specifically, we evaluated associations between cardiopulmonary hospitalizations among Medicare recipients $\geq 65$ y of age, and exposure to ${PM}_{2.5}$ during and outside wildland fire smoke periods across 692 counties. For these counties, we used daily ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations measured at the monitoring sites and the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model (<https://www.epa.gov/cmaq>) over the 3-year period of 2008 through 2010.

Methods {#s2}
=======

County Selection and Study Period {#s2.1}
---------------------------------

To study the associations between cardiopulmonary hospitalizations and exposure to ${PM}_{2.5}$, we restricted the analysis to counties near at least one large ($> 10,000\,\text{acres}$) wildland fire in the 3-year period of 2008 through 2010. During this period, there were 123 large wildland fires (71 in 2008, 30 in 2009, and 22 in 2010) in the contiguous, mostly Western United States. A total of 692 counties, within $200\;{km}$ of these fires, were selected for the study population ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Within these counties, we considered daily concentrations of total ${PM}_{2.5}$ that on non-smoke days included emissions from non-fire sources, whereas on smoke days, total ${PM}_{2.5}$ additionally included wildland fire sources of emissions. All counties in the study area could have been affected by smoke from multiple fires. Wildfire points of origin and burned area parameters were obtained from the Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination (GeoMAC) website (<http://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/GeoMAC/historic_fire_data/>) and the Department of the Interior's Federal Fire Occurrence website (<https://wildfire.cr.usgs.gov/firehistory/>).

![Counties included in analysis, 2008--2010.\
The centroid of all highlighted counties ($n = 692$) were located within $200\;{km}$ of a wildfire point of origin ($n = 123$, denoted by a triangle), of which 178 counties (25.7%) had monitoring sites.](ehp3860_f1){#f1}

Hospital Admissions {#s2.2}
-------------------

We acquired inpatient hospital admissions data using the Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) files from the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). MEDPAR contains 100% of Medicare beneficiaries using hospital inpatient services. We restricted our study population to include hospital admissions occurring during the 3-y period of 2008 through 2010 among those $\geq 65$ y of age because over 93% of those $\geq 65$ y of age in the United States are covered by Medicare ([@c36]).

Daily counts of hospitalizations for cardiopulmonary health outcomes were aggregated to the county of residence. Using principal ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes \[*International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification* ([@c10])\], we defined three health end points: *a*) respiratory \[RSP; ICD-9-CM codes: 480--486 (pneumonia), 490--496 (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and allied conditions), and 507 (pneumonitis due to solids/liquids)\]; *b*) asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing \[ABW; codes 493 (asthma), 490 (bronchitis), and 786.07 (wheezing)\]; and *c*) all-cause cardiovascular disease \[CVD; codes 390--448 (diseases of the circulatory system, excluding diseases of veins, lymphatics, and other diseases of the circulatory system)\]. Repeat hospitalizations by the same individual were considered independent events. Institutional review board (IRB) approval was obtained from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Aggregation of MEDPAR data was done in Python (version 2.7.11; Python Software Foundation).

*Assessment of* ${PM}_{2.5}$ *Exposure* {#s2.3}
---------------------------------------

We used two sources of ${PM}_{2.5}$ data: ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations were *a*) measured at monitoring stations across the United States and *b*) estimated using CMAQ. Measured ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations were obtained from the U.S. EPA's Air Quality System. These measurements were available every 1, 3, or 6 d, depending on the location, from over 4,000 monitoring sites in the United States (<https://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data>). Measured concentrations captured total ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations from all sources, including wildland fire and other sources, and were labeled ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$. Daily (24-h average) county-level averages were calculated ([@c3]; [@c31]) and available for 178 out of 692 (25.7%) counties, or 79,298 county-days during the study period. Using the CMAQ framework, we simulated air quality with and without emissions from wildland fires on a $12 \times 12\;{km}$ grid (for more details, see [@c11] and [@c27]). CMAQ estimates with fire emissions included emissions from wildland fires and from all other sources and were labeled as ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$. The CMAQ estimates without wildfire emissions included only non-wildland fire emission sources and were labeled as ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{NF}\,\text{CMAQ}}$. County-level CMAQ estimates of ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure were calculated using area-weighted estimates (24-h averages) for all 692 counties, or 758,432 county-days. The difference between these two model runs was the wildland fire-specific contribution of ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}} = \left( {{{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\, CMAQ} - {{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{NF}\,\text{CMAQ}}} \right)$.

We defined the variable *SmokeDay* as an indicator when ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$ was greater than $5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$. Smoke days were defined the same way for all analyses because stationary monitors provide total ambient ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations and cannot distinguish between wildfire and other sources. Overall, 28,118 county-days were considered smoke days, or 4% of the total. In a sensitivity analysis, we also examined the impact of a lower threshold on the robustness of estimates.

We summarized the associations between the ambient ${PM}_{2.5}$ and cardiopulmonary hospitalization on smoke ($SmokeDay = 1$) and non-smoke days ($SmokeDay = 0$), using three distinct exposure metrics, including: *a*) CMAQ estimated ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations on all days and in all counties (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$); *b*) monitored data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$), which are available on fewer number of days and counties than ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$; and *c*) CMAQ estimates in locations and times where monitoring data were available (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$) to compare estimated health effects on the same days and in the same counties. As such, the latter two metrics were based on the same days and locations (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$), whereas the other two utilize CMAQ data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$) at the same locations but not on the same days.

Statistical Analysis {#s2.4}
--------------------

The associations between daily counts of hospitalizations and ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations were examined using a quasi-Poisson regression model for each county separately: $$\begin{matrix}
{\,\text{Log}{(E{\left( \left. hospitalizations_{st} \right) \right.)}} = \alpha_{st} + \beta_{s0}PM_{2.5_{st}} + \beta_{s1}SmokeDay} \\
{+ \beta_{s2}\left( {PM_{2.5_{st}} \times SmokeDay} \right) + \delta DOW_{t} + ns\left( {Day_{st},18} \right)} \\
{+ ns\left( {Temperature_{st},\, 3} \right) + ns\left( {Humidity_{st},\, 3} \right)} \\
\end{matrix}$$where *s* and *t* index counties and days respectively, $PM_{2.5}$ stands for ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$, or ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$, *SmokeDay* is a binary indicator of smoke days, and *DOW* stands for day of week. To account for seasonality and to control for unmeasured confounders that vary with seasons, we included a natural spline for date (*Day*) with 18 degrees of freedom (df; 6 per year). To account for confounding by co-occurring weather conditions, we controlled for daily temperature (*Temperature*) and relative humidity (*Humidity*), averaged over L0--2, using natural splines with 3 df allowing for nonlinear effects on the outcome. Temperature and relative humidity were obtained from the National Climate Data Center (<http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov>).

To examine the statistical difference in ${PM}_{2.5}$ risk on health outcomes between smoke and non-smoke days, we used the interaction coefficient $\beta_{s2}$. The percentage difference in cardiopulmonary hospitalizations for a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$ was examined at single-day lags ranging from the day of exposure \[lag day 0 (L0)\] up through 6 d postexposure (L6) ([@c6]). Estimated relative risks were expressed as percentage difference in hospitalization rates per $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$ on both smoke and non-smoke days (${({\text{exp}\,\left( {E\left\lbrack \beta \right\rbrack \times 10} \right) - 1})} \times 100\%$). For percentage differences in hospitalizations associated with ${PM}_{2.5}$ on smoke and non-smoke days, we used estimable function in the gmodels R package ([@c35]). Briefly, on non-smoke days the coefficient was equivalent to $E\left\lbrack \beta \middle| SmokeDay = 0 \right\rbrack = \hat{\beta_{s0}}$, whereas for smoke days, we used $E\left\lbrack \beta \middle| SmokeDay = 1 \right\rbrack = \hat{\beta_{s0}} + \hat{\beta_{s2}},\mspace{9mu}$ and $Var\left( \beta \right) = Var\left( \hat{\beta_{s0}} \right) + Var\left( \hat{\beta_{s2}} \right) + 2cov\left( {\hat{\beta_{s0}},\,\hat{\beta_{s2}}} \right)$.

It was expected that daily rates of hospitalizations would differ from county to county, primarily due to differences in population size. Therefore, we assessed the relationship in each county separately and conducted a random effects meta-analysis to estimate the average percentage difference in hospitalizations associated with ${PM}_{2.5}$ on smoke and non-smoke days. This analysis was performed using the rma function in the metafor package ([@c34]). All analyses were performed using R (version 3.1.2, unless otherwise specified; R Development Core Team).

Sensitivity Analyses {#s2.5}
--------------------

We tested the sensitivity of our results by restricting data sources in three separate ways and using an alternative modeling technique. First, we restricted our results to include only counties with over 10,000 individuals $\geq 65$ y of age. Next, we lowered the threshold for smoke days by replacing our current threshold of $5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$ (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}} > 5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$), with a threshold of $1{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$ (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}} > 1{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$). Third, we explored variations in risk estimates between regions of the United States. Although many large wildfires occur in the Western part of the United States, they are also frequent in the Southeast, where they burn through different types of vegetation under different meteorological conditions ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We restricted our analysis to specifically examine counties from Western Region states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming) or from Southeastern Region states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia). Last, we summarized the cumulative effect, across multiple lags, following ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure on cardiopulmonary hospitalizations on smoke and non-smoke days. For this we used an unrestricted distributed lag model \[dlnm R package ([@c13])\] and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ exposure metric. The other two exposure metrics did not have data available every day for a cumulative effect analysis because they were based on monitored data.

Results {#s3}
=======

A total of 1,032,268 RSP, 82,463 ABW, and 2,558,602 CVD hospitalizations occurred during the study period among Medicare recipients $\geq 65$ y of age ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The average daily rate of hospitalizations was greater on non-smoke than on smoke days ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Total number of hospital admissions between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2010.

Table 1 lists outcomes with respect to respiratory; asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing; and all-cause cardiovascular. The corresponding total hospital admissions (number), mean, median, range, and interquartile range with respect to daily average rates across counties (per 100,000 people) are listed in the other columns.

  Outcome                            Total hospital admissions (*n*)   Daily average rates across counties (per 100,000 people $\geq 65$ y of age)                       
  ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------------ ------
  Respiratory                                                                                                                                                            
   All days                          1,038,598                         10.0                                                                          8.8    0.9--106.4   5.8
   Smoke days                        39,335                            9.0                                                                           6.8    0--197.6     8.5
   Non-smoke days                    999,263                           10.0                                                                          10.6   0.9--106.5   5.7
  Asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing                                                                                                                                       
   All days                          82,982                            0.6                                                                           0.5    0--3.4       0.5
   Smoke days                        3,114                             0.5                                                                           0      0--31.7      0.7
   Non-smoke days                    79,868                            0.6                                                                           0.6    0--3.4       0.4
  All-cause cardiovascular                                                                                                                                               
   All days                          2,569,398                         20.8                                                                          19.8   4.6--98.8    10.2
   Smoke days                        99,439                            22.1                                                                          19.4   0--282.5     13.8
   Non-smoke days                    2,469,959                         20.8                                                                          19.8   4.8--98.9    10.2

Note: All days: 758,432 county-days; smoke days: 28,118 county-days; non-smoke days: 730,314 county-days.

We observed an increased risk for respiratory and all-cause cardiovascular hospitalizations on both smoke and non-smoke days ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). The effects were consistently positive across L0--2 for ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ for RSP and CVD hospitalizations. The confidence intervals (CIs) for all cardiopulmonary hospitalizations were wider on smoke days compared with non-smoke days given that there were far fewer smoke days ($n = 28,118\,\text{county}\text{-days}$) compared with non-smoke days ($n = 730,314\,\text{county}\text{-days}$) (4%) in our 3-year (692 counties and 1,096 d) study period.

![Percentage difference and 95% confidence intervals in hospitalizations during 2008--2010, among U.S. Medicare recipients $\geq 65$ y of age per $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$, lag day 0 to lag day 6. Smoke days are defined as having a wildfire-specific contribution $> 5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$, and non-smoke days as wildfire-specific contribution $\leq 5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$. Associations are estimated using a single lag model for the interaction between ${PM}_{2.5}$ (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$, or ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$) and *SmokeDay* adjusting for day of the week, day \[natural spline with 6 degrees of freedom (df) per year\], temperature (natural spline with 3 df), and relative humidity (natural spline with 3 df) for each county, followed by a meta-analysis. Using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ 595 counties, 341 counties, and 607 counties were used in the meta-analyses for (*A*) respiratory; (*B*) asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing; (*C*) and cardiovascular hospitalizations, respectively. Using the other metrics (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ or ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$) 134 counties, 92 counties, and 137 counties were used in the meta-analyses for (*A*) respiratory; (*B*) asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing; (*C*) and cardiovascular hospitalizations, respectively. The *y*-axes limits differ between hospitalization types. (See Table S1 for corresponding numeric data.)](ehp3860_f2){#f2}

For RSP hospitalizations, the associations with ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ were positive across all Lon smoke days and for L0--2 on non-smoke days ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). Furthermore, the associations were statistically significant (defined as a 95% CI excluding 0) at L0--2 and 5--6 on smoke days and at L0 on non-smoke days. At L1, the associations were 1.08% (95% CI: 0.28, 1.89) and 0.67% ($- 0.09$, 1.44) on smoke and non-smoke days, respectively. The differences between the corresponding estimates on smoke and non-smoke days were not statistically significant at $p < 0.05$ for any lags (see Table S1).

For ABW hospitalizations, the associations with ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ were generally positive across all lags but higher on smoke days ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). For example, at lag 1 the associations per a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$ were 5.78% (2.85, 8.71) on smoke days and 1.55% ($- 0.73$, 3.85) on non-smoke days. Point estimates of the association were consistently higher on smoke days, and significant interactions ($p < 0.05$) were observed at L2 and L4 (see Table S1).

Using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$, there was a statistically significant percentage increase in CVD hospitalizations at L1 on smoke days and L0--1 on non-smoke days ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). At L1, the associations were 0.61% (95% CI: 0.09, 1.14) on smoke days and 0.69% (95% CI: 0.19, 1.20) on non-smoke days. Except at L0, the point estimates were similar in magnitude between smoke and non-smoke days, and no statistically significant interactions were found at any L(see Table S1).

Comparing CMAQ (either ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ or ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$) metrics to monitors (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$), we observed differences in ${PM}_{2.5}$ risk for both sets of days. On smoke days, increased risks in hospitalizations per $10{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$ of ${PM}_{2.5}$ were broadly in agreement with respect to direction and magnitude, with the greatest consistency between the three metrics at L0 for all outcomes. On non-smoke days, the estimated effects using CMAQ exposure estimates (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$) were generally higher in magnitude than when using monitoring data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$) but confidence intervals generally overlapped. In addition, the higher effect estimate found with CMAQ could have occurred because the range of CMAQ exposure estimates was more compressed than the monitoring data on those days. A narrower range of exposure with the same outcome data generally leads to a higher magnitude effect estimate. On non-smoke days, the effect of ${PM}_{2.5}$ was the least consistent at L0 across three exposure metrics but in close agreement for later lags. We also note that monitoring data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$) on smoke days had, by far, the highest uncertainty, followed by CMAQ on days and in locations with corresponding monitoring data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$). However, the metric including all days and all counties (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$) resulted in the most statistically significant outcomes ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1).

Median ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ concentrations were higher than ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$. However, on smoke days, the median ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ concentrations were lower than those of the other two metrics ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S2). Furthermore, comparing concentrations from the metrics on days with monitoring data, the median Pearson correlations between ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ by county were 0.49 and 0.50, on all days and non-smoke days, respectively, but 0.36 on smoke days. When ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ were averaged across counties, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ estimates underpredicted ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ concentrations on all days and non-smoke days, yet ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ overpredicted ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ on smoke days (see Figure S1).

![Summary of ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations (${\mu g/m}^{3}$), overall and by smoke and non-smoke days. ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$: CMAQ estimated ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations on all days and in all counties, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$: CMAQ estimated ${PM}_{2.5}$ concentrations on days and in counties with corresponding monitored data, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$: Monitored data alone. Smoke days defined as wildfire-specific contribution $> 5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$ and on-smoke days defined as wildfire-specific contribution $\leq 5\;\mu g/m$. The horizontal line within each box represents the median, whereas the ends of the box correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles. The lines extending from the box correspond to the minimum and maximum. (See Table S2 for corresponding numeric data.)](ehp3860_f3){#f3}

The number of counties included in the meta-analyses for each hospital end point varied. Counties whose models did not converge nor had any warnings due to small daily counts or lack of discordant exposures were removed from the analysis. Therefore, models using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ had 607 counties included in the meta-analysis for CVD, 592 counties for RSP, and 341 counties for ABW, out of a total of 692 counties. Alternatively, models using either ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ or ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ had 137 counties included for CVD, 134 counties for RSP, and 92 counties for ABW, out of a total of 178 counties.

Sensitivity analyses were conducted by restricting the analysis to counties with larger populations of Medicare enrollees ($\text{population} > 10,000$) by lowering the threshold ($1{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$) for defining smoke days using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$, conducting a regional analysis among Western and Southeastern counties, and using distributed lag models. Restricting by population size left 185 counties, of which 120 (64.9%) had corresponding monitoring data (see Figure S2) but had minimal impact on our estimates (see Figure S3). However, when using a lower threshold for smoke days ($1{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$), we detected similar effects for respiratory and cardiovascular hospitalizations compared with the results presented for a threshold of $5{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$ (see Figure S4). However, the effects for asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing using the lower threshold were lower and did not differ between smoke and non-smoke days. Results were similar when comparing Western and Southeastern regions (see Figure S5) although the confidence intervals were wider for the Southeast subanalyses. There were far fewer county-days in the Southeast ($n = 174,264\,\text{total}\,\text{county}\text{-days}$, $n = 12,683\,\text{smoke}\,\text{county}\text{-days}$) compared with the Western Region ($n = 370,448\,\text{total}\,\text{county}\text{-days}$, $n = 11,652\,\text{smoke}\,\text{county}\text{-days}$) with ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$. Using an unrestricted distributed lag demonstrated that the percentage increase in respiratory hospitalizations persisted through L2 on both smoke and non-smoke days (see Figure S6). For hospitalizations related to asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing, the effect was present only on L0 on smoke days, which is consistent with an acute reaction such as asthma, in response to increased concentrations of wildland fire-related ${PM}_{2.5}$. A consistent percentage increase in cardiovascular hospitalizations was present through L6 on both smoke and non-smoke days.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This study examined the relationship between daily counts of cardiopulmonary hospitalizations and exposure to ${PM}_{2.5}$ in a susceptible population of older adults on days with and without smoke from wildland fires. The percentage difference in all-cause cardiovascular and respiratory hospitalizations associated with a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase ${PM}_{2.5}$ related to wildland fire smoke (smoke days) was similar to the percentage difference associated with a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in non-wildfire related ${PM}_{2.5}$ (non-smoke days). However, for asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing hospitalizations, the association with ${PM}_{2.5}$ was greater during periods of wildland fire smoke compared with non-smoke ambient ${PM}_{2.5}$. When considering multiple exposure metrics, more statistically significant associations with ${PM}_{2.5}$ were observed using the CMAQ metric accounting for all days and locations (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$) compared with the other two metrics (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$).

Our results were consistent on smoke and non-smoke days for respiratory and all-cause cardiovascular hospitalizations. For respiratory hospitalizations, we observed similar percentage differences for L0--2 on both smoke and non-smoke days. However, for cardiovascular outcomes, change in hospitalizations was similar on smoke and non-smoke days for L1--5. Yet, at L0, the magnitude of the percentage increase in cardiovascular hospitalizations was higher on non-smoke days compared with smoke days using total ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ metric but not for the other two metrics ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). When considering a more specific outcome such as asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing, we consistently observed a higher percentage increase in hospitalizations on smoke days compared with non-smoke days. This suggests that, in the older population, smoke-related ${PM}_{2.5}$ is more likely to trigger acute responses, such as asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing, compared with ${PM}_{2.5}$ during non-smoke events, but that the risk of respiratory and all-cause cardiovascular hospitalizations is consistent during smoke and non-smoke events. It is possible that significantly higher associations between ${PM}_{2.5}$ and hospitalizations related to asthma on smoke days is due higher levels of ${PM}_{2.5}$, which would be consistent with the results of Liu et al. ([@c22]) and Gan et al. ([@c12]).

The literature has suggested that wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ can be a trigger for asthma symptoms severe enough to require emergency care ([@c16]). In fact, the risks for asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) seem to be the highest among the elderly ($\geq 65$ y of age) during wildland fire smoke episodes ([@c12]; [@c26]; [@c28]). A wildfire episode is often associated a sudden increase of fine particulate matter, which may be more likely to result in an acute reaction in the respiratory tract and lead to hospitalization among the older population ([@c5]).

Despite the strong evidence regarding the effects of wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ on respiratory outcomes ([@c8]; [@c22]; [@c24]; [@c26]; [@c28]) and of all-source ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposures on cardiovascular disease ([@c7]; [@c32]), there have been inconsistent results regarding the effect of wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposure on cardiovascular outcomes ([@c8]; [@c9]; [@c22]; [@c28]). There are several possible reasons for this. In comparison with respiratory hospitalizations, far fewer wildfire health studies have included cardiovascular outcomes ([@c5]; [@c21]; [@c29]). The majority of studies evaluating CVD outcomes define CVD very broadly by including principal diagnosis codes ICD-9-CM codes 390--459. In our study, we used a slightly more specific set of ICD-9-CM codes (390--448), which excluded diseases of veins and lymphatics and other diseases of the circulatory system (codes 451--459). Some studies have defined CVD even more specifically, such as including only ICD-9-CM codes related to ischemic heart disease (410--413 or 410--414) ([@c8]; [@c15]; [@c25]). This increased specificity has led to stronger conclusions in some studies ([@c15]; [@c23]; [@c28]), yet increased specificity has not resulted in an association in other studies ([@c8]; [@c24]). In addition, the higher risk of acute respiratory impacts such as asthma, bronchitis, or wheezing during smoke days relative to non-smoke days may also shed light on the lack of consistency in findings about cardiovascular outcomes in other studies. Namely, hospitalizations for acute respiratory reactions and some cardiovascular outcomes (e.g., cardiac arrest) in this susceptible population may lead to removing individuals from the risk pool available for CVD outcomes because they are no longer continuously exposed to smoke and are medicated. In addition, there could also be a difference in particle size distribution between wildfire ${PM}_{2.5}$ and industrial ${PM}_{2.5}$, such as fewer ultrafine particles in the former.

In contrast to several studies that have examined one fire at a time, a recent study by Liu et al. ([@c22]) evaluated the effect of wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ and cardiopulmonary outcomes in 561 counties in the Western United States among adults over 65 y of age. The authors defined exposure as $\geq 2$ consecutive days (smoke wave) of high wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ ($> 37{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$) using a chemical transport model. Liu et al. ([@c22]) found a 7.2% (95% CI: 0.25, 15.0) increase in risk for respiratory hospital admissions but no effect for CVD hospital admissions with wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$. The present study found a 1.10% (95% CI: 0.31, 1.89) increase in respiratory hospitalizations on smoke days and a 0.96% (95% CI: 0.25, 1.67) increase in respiratory hospitalizations on non-smoke days and a 0.43% (95% CI: $- 0.06$, 0.92) increase in CVD hospitalizations on smoke days and a 1.47% (95% CI: 1.01, 1.93) increase in CVD hospitalizations on non-smoke days for each $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$, using CMAQ (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$) at L0. The effect size of our estimates was smaller, but the study by Liu et al. ([@c22]) examined effects after 2 consecutive days of smoke and our threshold for smoke days was also considerably lower. Because the study by Liu et al. ([@c22]) and the present study used different exposure models, it is difficult to say with certainty how comparable the two are. If the exposures estimated are roughly the same, then a 10-unit increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$ would be comparable within the two studies. To aid in future research, we have made our exposure data publicly available on our website.

Previous health studies of wildfire smoke exposure have compared effect estimates when using different exposure metrics ([@c12]; [@c17]), but they focused on small geographic areas. A study by Henderson et al. ([@c17]) evaluated the relationship between respiratory and cardiovascular all-age hospital admissions and ${PM}_{10}$ from ambient monitors as well as ${PM}_{10}$ predicted from a chemical transport model. The study, conducted in British Columbia, Canada, observed a 5% increase in the odds of respiratory hospitalizations \[$\text{odds}\,\text{ratio}\,\left( \text{OR} \right) =$ 1.05 (95% CI: 1.00, 1.10)\] for a 1-standard deviation (SD) ($10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$) increase in ${PM}_{10}$ characterized using monitors and an 11% \[$\text{OR} =$ 1.11 (95% CI: 1.04, 1.18)\] increase in the odds of respiratory hospitalizations for a 1-SD ($60{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$) increase in ${PM}_{10}$, according to their chemical transport model, representing smoke-related ${PM}_{10}$ only. Henderson et al. ([@c17]) did not observe increases in cardiovascular hospitalizations; however, they did not focus on the most susceptible populations, such as older adults or those with preexisting conditions ([@c37]) not did they examine the health effects of ${PM}_{2.5}$, which have been suggested to be more important than the health effects of ${PM}_{10}$. Another study estimating the effects of smoke on hospital admissions, in the state of Washington, directly compared a chemical transport model, stationary monitors, and a hybrid model ([@c12]). Here, they found an 8% \[$\text{OR} =$ 1.076 (95% CI: 1.019, 1.136) for the hybrid model\] increase in the odds of hospital admissions for asthma for a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$. Similar results were observed for the other metrics used in Gan study. The present analysis demonstrated similar observations with a 5.78% (95% CI: 2.85, 8.71) increase in hospitalizations for asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$, a 7.44% (95% CI: 0.62, 14.30) increase using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$, and a 7.03% (95% CI: $- 1.00$, 15.13) increase using ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ on smoke days for a $10{\text{-}\mu g/m}^{3}$ increase in ${PM}_{2.5}$ at L0 ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). Gan et al. ([@c12]) observed differences in the effects for COPD, depending on the smoke-estimation method (11%, $\text{OR} =$ 1.11 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.18)\] using monitoring data, ($- 1\%$, $\text{OR} =$) 0.99 (95% CI: 0.93, 1.05)\] using the chemical model, and \[9%, $\text{OR} =$ 1.09 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.15)\] using the hybrid model. These differences are important because COPD is most prevalent among the elderly ($\geq 65$ y of age) and is often conflated with diagnoses for asthma among this age group ([@c14]). Gan et al. ([@c12]) did not find an effect when examining CVD hospitalizations among those $\geq 65$ y of age. Although the magnitude of the percentage difference in hospitalizations varied according to the three metrics, similar conclusions regarding risk can be made.

Although several studies have examined the effect of wildfire smoke and cardiopulmonary hospitalizations, many have relied on different data sources, time periods, and study populations, making direct comparisons challenging. Here, we analyzed the impact of ${PM}_{2.5}$ using three different exposure metrics, which may shed some light as to how wildfire-specific ${PM}_{2.5}$ may be detected in space and time. Recall that the majority of effect estimates generated based on monitoring data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}\text{-}M}$) were not statistically significant, whereas estimates using only CMAQ data (${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{Tot}\,\text{CMAQ}}$) were mostly positive and statistically significant ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Table S1). This may imply that the sparsity of monitors over space and, particularly, time has an impact on the overall conclusions drawn from the data. Therefore, it is possible that calibrating models by monitoring data could have an impact on the results as well. In our analysis, we chose to not calibrate our CMAQ data for this reason, yet both Gan et al. ([@c12]) and Liu et al. ([@c22]) used some form of spatial smoothing when calibrating, which could explain some of the differences in results between the studies. However, because none of the studies used the same populations, it is difficult to tease apart any distinct reasons for observing different results. In addition, CMAQ is often less accurate at a finer geographic scale and monitor data is mostly unavailable for unpopulated areas.

Notwithstanding the challenges to analyzing the effects of wildland fire smoke-related ${PM}_{2.5}$, our analysis had several strengths. First, we included all Medicare enrollees from 2008--2010, $\geq 65$ y of age, who were hospitalized for respiratory, asthma, bronchitis, wheezing, or all-cause cardiovascular outcomes ($n = 3,673,333\,\text{total}\,\text{hospitalizations}$). Second, we examined the effects of daily ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposures considering smoke from all fires that affected the study population, whereas the majority of studies analyzing the effects of wildland fire smoke and health effects evaluate one fire at a time ([@c21]). Third, we also compared the risk of ${PM}_{2.5}$ on smoke and non-smoke days in the same population, rather than across different populations. Last, this analysis focused on effects among the elderly, previously identified as a susceptible subgroup, especially concerning outcomes associated with wildland fire smoke ([@c4]; [@c8]; [@c19]; [@c21]; [@c30]).

The findings observed in this study should be considered in light of several limitations. In the analysis, all hospitalizations were treated as independent over time, including repeat hospitalizations by the same individual. Exposure misclassification might also be a concern because the location provided in MEDPAR reflects a patient's home, not necessarily the area where they may have been exposed to wildland fire smoke. The study also focused on the susceptible population of those $\geq 65$ y of age but did not characterize health impacts in other susceptible populations. In addition, some counties are large, especially in the Western Region ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), and county-averaged exposure may not adequately capture the exposure. In addition, one could examine an alternative model to estimate the effects of both ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$ and ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{NF}\,\text{CMAQ}}$ leading to a separate risk coefficient for fire-emitted ${PM}_{2.5}$ and non--fire-emitted ${PM}_{2.5}$. Although there is a clear value in knowing these risks, such a model would require an assumption that the effects of the two types of particles are additive and could lead to a violation of the no-multiple-treatment assumption or even to interference. For example, the model would assume that the effect of ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$ does not depend on the level or composition of ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{\text{NF}\,\text{CMAQ}}$. In addition, zero inflated exposure, ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$, can make it difficult to identify the effect of ${{PM}_{2.5}}^{F\,\text{CMAQ}}$. Finally, one must consider possible misclassifications that occur because of the multiple types of monitors used near the fire with various precisions and that these monitors can malfunction during heavy smoke events. Considering our results and the limitations of our study, the consistency of health effects should be investigated in other cohorts, particularity with respect to the use of multiple exposure metrics.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

Our findings suggest that ${PM}_{2.5}$, during smoke days, is more likely to trigger strong, acute responses such as asthma, bronchitis, and wheezing, compared with non-smoke days, in the older population. We also observed statistically significant associations among respiratory and all-cause cardiovascular hospitalizations and short-term ${PM}_{2.5}$ exposures on both smoke and non-smoke days across multiple lags following exposure, and these were not statistically different. These findings suggest that respiratory and all-cause cardiovascular health effects of ${PM}_{2.5}$ from wildland fire smoke in the older population are consistent with the effects of non-wildland fire smoke ${PM}_{2.5}$.
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